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Abstract 
We discuss three forms of convergence in distribution which are stronger than the 
normal weak convergence, and are non-topological in nature. We give Skorokhod repres- 
entation results for two of these modes of convergence, and give applications to sufficient 
statistics and conditioned Markov processes, which are more difficult to obtain using weak 
convergence. 
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1. Introduction 
In this article we discuss three 'strong' forms of convergence of measure which 
are well-known in the function-analytic literature (see, for example, Dunford 
and Schwartz, 1958) but whose probabilistic scope is not widely appreciated. 
These forms of convergence are not topological in nature and therefore have 
significant advantages over the usual weak convergence. Firstly, we demonstrate 
that two of these forms of convergence allow types of Skorokhod representation 
with respect o the discrete metric. Secondly, we prove a result relating these types 
of convergence to convergence of sufficient statistics - we have found extensive 
applications of these results in problems concerning convergence of conditioned 
Markov processes. We go on to point out situations in which these forms of 
convergence apply and note some deductions which are very hard to prove in a more 
restricted setting. 
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2. Forms of convergence 
2.1. Notation, preliminaries and definitions 
We shall work throughout with a fixed measurable space (Q, ~).  All measures 
(unless otherwise stated) will live on (f2, .~-) - we make no topological assumptions 
about f2 (or ~).  For ease of notation we shall index any sequence of probability 
measures on ((2, ~)  by ~ = Nw{~}.  P~ will be our candidate limit law and any 
statement about the sequence P, will be meant to include P~, i.e. {P.} is shorthand 
for {P,; ne ~J} and (P,) is shorthand for (P . ) ,~.  As is customary, we shall denote the 
distribution of a random object X under a probability measure P by Px --- ~ o X 
Definition 2.1. Given a sequence (P.) of probability measures on (O, ~)  we say the 
P. converge strongly to P~, written P. ~ P~ if for all A e~ 
P , (A)~P~(A)  asn~.  
Recall that a family of measures {/t°; 0 E O } is said to be dominated by a measure 
/~ if 
p0~/~ for a l l0eO,  
and such a # is said to be a dominating measure for the family• Note that it is always 
possible to find a dominating probability measure for any countable collection {P,} of 
probability measures• 
Definition 2.2. Given a sequence of probability measures (P.) we say the P. converge 
• SW . 
Skorokhod weakly to P~, written ~z ~ p~, if there is a dominating (probability) 
measure Q such that 
prob(Q)  
f.~ , f )  as n~,  
wheref,  e is a version of dP./d©. 
Definition 2.3. We say the P, converge Skorokhod strongly to Poo, written P, ss Poo, if 
there exists a dominating probability measure Q such that 
Qa.s ,  
) Q f~ A f, Q f~ as n ~oo.  
Definition 2.4. If (P,) are probability measures on (Q, ~)  we say that P, tends strictly 
• s t r i c t  . . 
to P~, written ~, ~ P,~, if there is a dominating, probability measure © such that 
P, ~ Q, with densities f~  such that 
~a.s .  
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2.2. Equivalent formulations 
Recall part of the Portmanteau Theorem: P. =~ Po~ if and only if 
fo dp.-  fodP  for all bounded continuous O:t , 
For strong convergence an analogous (but topology-free) result exists (which we state 
without proof). 
Theorem 2.1. Given (P,) on ((2, ~)  the following are equivalent: 
s 
(ii) ~ gdP,  ~ ~ g dPo~ V bounded measurable g :(~2, ~)  --} (~, ~): 
(iii) 3 a probability measure Q on (~2, ~)  s.t. 
fA f fdQ fA Qd --} f )  © for all A e ~.  
To see the underlying importance of the discrete metric for Skorokhod weak and 
strong convergence first recall Skorokhod's representation theorem: one version of it 
states that if(t2, ~)  is a separable metric measurable space then P, ~ P~ if and only if 
there is a probability space (f2', .~-', P') and random objects 
(X,) : (f2', .N', P') --, (~2, ~)  such that 
'a.s. 
P),, = P, and X, , X~. 
Endowed with the discrete metric, most interesting spaces are not separable. However, 
special properties of the discrete metric, and the coupling inequality (see, for example, 
Lindvall, 1992), allow strong Skorokhod representation results. 
Theorem 2.2. /f(P,) are probability measures on (Q, Y )  then the following are equiva- 
lent: 
SW 
(i) P. ~ P~ ; 
(ii) ~ a probability space (f2', Y P ) and random objects (X,)  (g2 , J" , P') ~ ([2, Y )  
such that UZ'x,, = Pn and 
Xn 
that is 
prob(P') 
, X~: with respect to the discrete metric, 
P ' (X .  # X~)  ~ 0 as n --} ~;  
(iii) P,, ---} P~ with respect to the total variation metric, i.e. 
d(P., PC) ~ 0 asn+oo;  
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(iv) 3 a dominating probability measure Q s.t. 
L ~ (Q) 
f.Q ,f$; 
(v) P,(A)--* P~(A) uniformly in A ~ ~.  
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is Scheff6's lemma (see Billingsley, 1968). The 
equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is an immediate consequence of the coupling inequality (see, 
for example, Lindvall, 1992). The equivalence of (iii) and (v) is obvious. We shall 
complete the proof by demonstrating the equivalence of (i) and (iv). 
The fact that (iv) implies (i) is obvious (since convergence in L 1 is equivalent o 
{convergence in probability and uniform integrability}). The forward implication is 
well-known since (by virtue of the fact that f~  and f,Q are densities): 
fa l f~  --f~el dQ = 2 fa ( f~ _ f  e)+ dQ (2.1) 
and the integrand on the right-hand side of (2.2.1) is uniformly bounded by f~ (which 
is, by definition, in LI(Q)). 
For Skorokhod strong convergence we have the following equivalence. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose (P,) are probability measures on ((2, ~),  then the following are 
equivalent 
SS 
(i) P. ~ P+ ; 
(ii) 3 a probability space (f2', o~ ', P') and random objects (X.) : (f2', ~ ', P') ---, (I2, o~) 
such that 
P'x, = P, and P'(X, ~ X~ i.o.) = O. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii) Given Q and the densities (f,e), define 
g2' = f2 x (2 ~° x [0, 1], i f ,  = f f  @ ff,~o @ ~([0, 1]), 
and the probability measures T, by 
dT,  ( fe_ fg )+ 
dQ d(P,, P~) 
Then define P' = P~o ® @~o= 1 T, ® A 
X+(d)  = co+, 
and let, for each co'= (o)~, COl, ... ; t)e£2', 
X,(o)') = o)ool/ i~ ^  f? ~ + o3,1[ i~ A i9 ~, 
and Y(co') = t. 
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This construction gives X~ the right law under P'; then, taking an independent 
U[0, 1] r.v. (called Y), sets X, = X+ if (and only if) Y ~< [(f~ Af,~)/f~](X~), and 
otherwise gives X. a conditional distribution which ensures that P~. = P. for all n. 
Then 
P'(~n>>-N:X.~X+)=P'(Y> in f f~Af~ 
=f~( l  f~  A inf" ~> uf"~ ) f2  (co) dP~ (co) 
= [ (f2(o~) - inf f2(~o)) + dQ(,o) 
JQ n>~N 
and by monotone convergence this expression converges to 
a(f~ - lim inf f,~) + dP~ = 0 (by (i)). 
(ii) => (i) Given P' and (X,) as in (ii), define Q as in Definition 2.2, and define, for each 
m >/1, the measure Q,. on (£2, ~)  by Q,.(A)= P'(sup,>~,,6(X,,X~)= 1, X~eA),  
where 6 is the discrete metric on f2. Note that (since Q,.(A) ~< P'(X~ ~ A) = P~(A) by 
hypothesis) Q,. ~ P+, whilst Q,,((2)= P'(sup,>~,,a(X,,X~)= 1). It follows that 
lira Qm(f2) = P'(X, # X~ i.o.). Now 
Q,.(A) ~> P'(X, #X~,X~oeA) 
>~ P'(X, eAc, X~eA) 
>1 P'(Xoo eA) - P'(X, eA) 
= P~(A) - P,(A) (for any n ~> m), 
so that, for any n ~> m, 
d~f dQm >~f~__f~ (Q a.s.), 
g" -  dQ 
so g,./> (f~ -f .~)+ (Q a.s.) for any n 7> m. It follows that g,. > ( f~ - inf, >~ ,.f,Q)+ (Q 
a.s.) and, hence, 
0 = lim Q,,(Q) = lim fag,, dQ 
lim fQ ( f~ - inf, ~> ,,f.~)+ dQ. ~> 
It follows (by monotone convergence) that lim inff.  Q ~>f~ (Q a.s.) from which we may 
easily deduce (using Fatou's lemma) that lim inf f~ =f~ (Q a.s.) and hence 
Qa.s. 
fg A f2  , f2 .  [] 
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For an example of these constructions see Roberts and Jacka (1994) where we 
exhibit an explicit construction to demonstrate the convergence of time-in- 
homogeneous birth and death processes. 
Theorem 2.3 allows us to deduce another equivalent formulation for Skorokhod 
weak convergence as we see in the corollary below. 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose (P.) are probability measures on ((2, ~)  then the following are 
equivalent: 
SW 
(ii) There exists a dominating probability measure Q such that 
prob(Q) 
AU. 
Proof. This is an easy application of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 using the a.s. convergent 
subsequence haracterisation f convergence in probability. [] 
If (f2, ~)  is a countable metric measurable space, and (P") are probability measures 
on (f2, ~)  then 
strict 
P .~Po~ iff P. ~ Poo. 
This is because {co} must be a P~-continuity set for each co e O, so that, enumerating 
f2 as {COg: k ~> 1}, and defining Q by 
Q(A) = ~2-k l (  ..... A), 
k 
we have 
dP" dP ~° 
dQ (cOg) - 2kp"({cok}) ~ 2kp~({COk}) = ~--(COk)- 
It is easy to show that, in general, these forms of convergence are all distinct (see, for 
example, Jacka and Roberts, 1992). 
3. Applications to sufficient statistics and conditioned Markov processes 
For any unexplained notation or terminology in this and the subsequent section, 
the reader is referred to Ethier and Kurtz (1986). For a more expansive account of the 
formalism of sufficient statistics ee Le Cam (1986). 
3.1. Sufficient statistics 
Suppose (p0; 0 ~ O) are a collection of probability measures on (f2, o~-), and S is 
a measurable function S : (O, Y) --, (f2', ~ ' ) .  Recall that S is a sufficient statistic for (p0; 
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0e O) (S is sufficient for (P0)) if p0(.] S = ") (the conditional probability under 0 given 
S) satisfies: 
(i) for each 0 e O, p0 ( l S = • ) is a regular conditional probability (i.e. p0( "l S = s) is 
a probability measure on (f2, ~)  for each s~f~' and P°(AIS = ") is a measurable 
function from (f2', ~ ' )  to ([0, 1], ~([0, 1])) for each A ~ ~-); 
and 
(ii) ~z0( "1S = • ) is independent of 0. 
The existence of regular conditional probabilities is, in general, very hard to 
establish, however see Shiryayev (1984, Theorem II.7.5) and Williams (1979, Theorem 
|I.69). 
We are now in a position to give our general result on convergence in the presence 
of a sufficient statistic. 
Theorem 3.1. Recall that Px denotes the distribution under P of X. Now suppose that 
6) is an index set, q~ ~ O, (po; 0 ~ O) and flz~ are all probability measures on ((2, ,~) and 
S is sufficient for (po), then, for each i = s, SW, SS, strict, 
i 
[po ~i p,  as 0 --* ~ if and only if P°s ~ [P~ as 0 --* ¢p. 
Proof. Since S is sufficient for (P° 0 for any sequence (Ok) in 6), we may restrict 
attention to the countable case. The result now follows (essentially) from the fact that 
each type of convergence may be defined in terms of the densities dP°~/dQ (and, by 
sufficiency, dP°ffdQ = dP°~/dQs). 
3.2. Convergence of conditioned Markov processes 
We consider now an application to conditioned Markov processes. We suppose 
that S is a statespace, and for concreteness we suppose that S is either E" or Z +. We 
suppose that (Px,,; x ~ S, t ~ E +) constitute a collection of time-inhomogeneous strong 
Markov probability measures on D([O, ~); S) equipped with its Borel sets (hence- 
forth denoted by (•, +~)), and the usual filtration. X is the process given by 
X,(o~) = o~, 
and X is, of course, a time-inhomogeneous strong Markov process under each Px,,. 
Let (0~; tc ~+) be the usual collection of shift operators: 
~t : (O b...4 (9 t , 
where ~ot~ = tut+~. Finally, we define ~t = a({X~: s ~> t}). 
Definition 3.2. Suppose that T _~ E+. A collection of events {AT: TeT} in +~ is said 
to be uniJbrmly decomposable if, for each T~q]-, AT can be written as 
A.v = B+c~C~ 
for some B~ e @~ and Cf e N~, for each s ~< T. 
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The sort of situation we are envisaging is where the (At) are all of the form 
Ar  = (T < ~ < oo), 
where r is a, possibly infinite, splitting time (i.e. a stopping time satisfying 
(~ > t + s) = (r > t)c~(r o ~9~ > s) for all s, t > 0). In this case we can take 
Bt=(r>t )  andCT=(oo>ro0r>r - - t ) .  
Suppose that we are given a uniformly decomposable collection of events {At: 
Te~},  satisfying Px,~(Ar)> 0 for some non-trivial collection ~ of (x, t) pairs. We 
define, for each (x, t )e~:  
pxr,,(") = Px.t( ' lAr)  
and we wish to consider the convergence of Pxrt as T ~ oo. In fact, we shall only 
consider convergence of r Px,~[~, for arbitrary but finite R. We denote such probability 
measures by pr, g (suppressing the dependence on x and t). 
Lemma 3.3. Setting NR = [R, oo), the value of X at time R, XR, is sufficient for 
T,R. (P~,t , T e NR) for each f ixed x and t. 
Proof. Denote (Xd 0 ~< t ~< R) by X R, then 
pTt (xR  ~ A IX  R = s) 
= [P~,t(X R e A I AT~XR = S) 
= Px, t(X R ff A IBR~C~(X R = s) 
= P~,,t((X '¢ • A)mBR I Crc~(X~¢ = s)) 
[Px,,(BsI CrRC~(X R = s)) 
and by the Markov property that is 
Px, t((X R e A)&BRIXR = s)/Px, t(BRIXR = s) 
= Px , , (XReAIBRn(XR = s)) (3.1) 
which is independent of T. Moreover, it is clear from (3.1) that Pr~,t(.lXn = s) 
constitutes a regular conditional probability measure. [] 
Corollary 3.4. I f  the law of XR under IzxTt converges as T -o ~ (type i) then the law of 
X n under prx, converges weakly (type i), for i = s, S, SS, or strict. Moreover, if ~ is 
countable, and the law of X g under P ~,t converges weakly (as T ~ ~ ) then the law of X n 
under Px[t converges trictly as T ~ oo. 
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4. Convergence of time-inhomogeneous Markov processes 
4.1. Time-inhomogeneous Markov chains 
Suppose (P") are a collection of probabil ity measures on D([0, ~); 7/+): under pn, 
X (given by Xt(~o) = ~ot) is a t ime-inhomogeneous non-explosive Markov chain with 
initial distribution (PT). We assume the existence of a dominating measure/~ (finite on 
compact sets) with respect to which each probability measure has transition rates 
n t n qi,j( ) (t >~ O, i,j~7/) and, as usual we write qT(t) = qi, i(t). 
Recall the following notation: we write 
f .  L~o.f,I f
if, for all T >1 O, ~[o.rjlf. - - f l  d/~---* 0 as n ~ oo; and we write 
(~doc) 
f. , f  
if, for all r i> O, and for each e > O, #{t~[O, r ] :  [ f"(t)  - f ( t ) ]  > e} --*0. 
Theorem 4.1. (a) If 
P7 --* P~ as n ~ oo for each i; (4.1) 
q~ L',o.I.I q~ as n --* oo for each i; (4.2) 
and 
~t a.e. 
q'],j------~qi~jfor each i and j in Z+; (4.3) 
then, for each T > O, 
strict 
P'lt0,r] =~ P~lto, r] 
(b) If(4.1) and (4.2) hold and 
n (l~loc) 
qi,j------~ q~,jfor each i , j  in 7/+; (4.4) 
then for, each T > O, 
P"I[o, T] s~w P~ ItO. TI" 
We stress that we are assuming that P~ is non-explosive. 
Proof. We give first a dominating (probability) measure Q: it is specified by having 
waiting time distribution "exponential (#)" in each state, i.e. q~(t) = 1 for each i. Under 
Q, the jump chain forms a sequence of iid geometric (½) r.v.s so that qi,j(t) = 2 -I j+ 11 
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and Q(Xo = i) = 2 ~(I+1). We assume that/a is continuous i.e. non-atomic. It is then 
obvious that the density of PkIt0" T] w.r.t. Q[to, r] is f k  _ fk  given by 
( i ;  ) fk(~o) = e,{[o, T])pko2(2'~=,~(,,,,,. + 1)) exp -- qk~T, (t) du(t) ,v 
( i? ,) k (T,) exp q ko,,. (t)d#(t (4.5) X q~o~,, ~,tt;7. - -  , , n = i u 1 
where N = NT(~o) = # (jumps of X on [0, T]}, To = 0, and T, (1 ~< n ~< N) are the 
successive jump times of X (on [0, T]). Finally, since Q is non-explosive, notice that 
for any e > 0, there is an n(e) s.t. Q(N > n) ~< e/2 and then 2m(n(e), e,) s.t. 
F. 
Q(X leaves {0, ... ,m} before T) ~< ~-. 
Denote the union of the two sets involved in these statements by A~. We are now ready 
to prove (a). Under the assumption (4.2) 
e S~qk(t)dt '(t)  ~ e - J " , f l~( t )d l t ( t ) ,  
for any 0 ~< u ~< v ~< T. Hence, off A~, there are only finitely many terms in (4.5) and 
(by (4.1) and (4.3)) each converges Q a.s. to the corresponding term in foo. Thus, 
Q(f7 ~ f~o) ~< Q(A~) ~< e and since e is arbitrary we have established (a). 
To prove (b) we need only take subsequences: given a subsequence (nk) take 
a sub-subsequence (nk) (by diagonalisation), along which (4.3) holds (at least for 
t~[0,  T] )  then f"~J ~ .... , f~  as . j~oo  by (a). The subsequence is arbitrary so 
fn  prob(Q~ f c. [] 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 only deals with the case where p is non-atomic; if/~ has 
atoms there is no great additional difficulty: we simply need to replace exp( -  ~f  d/~) 
by exp( -  ~ f d/~ c) [I(1 --fAIL) wherever such terms appear in (4.5). 
If some of the pk are explosive we can restrict attention to the time-interval 
[-0, T A v,], where v, 0___ef inf{t: X, ~> n} and retain (in this more restricted setting) the 
results of Theorem 4.1. 
If we retain the hypothesis that P ~ is non-explosive but allow some of the pk 
(k < c~) to be explosive then (the RHS of) (4.5) gives a lower bound forfk. I It follows 
that, under these circumstances: 
(a) if (4.1) to (4.3) hold then, by the remark after the proof of Theorem 2.3, 
SS 
Pkllo, rl = P~ ItO, T]; whilst 
(b) if (4.1), (4.2) and (4.4) hold then, as before, 
sw 
Pk  [ [0, T] ::::::~ P~ [ [O,T]" 
1 Of course, an explosive ~pk is not a probability measure on D([0, oc); Z+), but its restriction to 
D([0, T); Z +) is a sub-probability measure andf k is the density of this restriction. 
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4.2. Time-inhomogeneous It6 diffusions 
By a (time-inhomogeneous) It6 diffusion we mean a solution to a stochastic ntegral 
equation of the form 
X, = Xo + f ]  o's(X~)dB~ + f]  ~s(Xs)ds, (4.6) 
where B is a d-dimensional Brownian motion, a~ is n x d and ~ is n x 1, and a and 
# are such that the solution is strict (i.e. adapted to the filtration of B see Rogers and 
Williams, 1987). We consider the case where we have a collection of solutions to 
stochastic integral equations with the same diffusion coefficient. 
Suppose (Xk(x; B)) are strict solutions to the SDEs 
X k = Xo + a~(Xk)dB~ + /~(X~) ds, (4.7) 
where B is a P-BM; that X k satisfies (4.7)k with initial distribution v k (independent of
B), and that v k ~ v, for each k, where v is a dominating probability measure. Define 
Q (a probability measure on R" x C([0, oo), Rd)) by Q = v ® P. Set 
pk(x )  ' t - 1 k = ~, (x ) t~, (x )a , (x ) )  (u , (x )  - . ? (x ) ) ,  
and define 
dv k k 
2~(x; B) d~U ~ (x)Z, (x; B), 
where 
Z~(x; B) d~ exp p~(X~'(x; B) dBs - Ip~(X~ (x, B))lZds). 
) ) 
Fix a stopping time r and define pk(x;') by 
dp k 
(x; B) d~2 Z~ (x; B), 
and ~k by 
dpk dCJ 2~(x; B). (4.8) 
dQ-  
Theorem 4.2. I f  (Z~A:)~ >~ o is uniformly integrable (for each k), then pk and ~k are 
probability measures and under ~k, X k is a solution to (4.7)k [with B replaced by 
B TM B -- ~oP~(X~)ds - aP k - BM (at least on [0, z])], and has initial distribution v k. 
Thus, if i = SW, SS, or strict, and 
~,k i v ~' (4.9) 
and 
Pk I Eo, el(x;" ) P~°JEo,:l(x;') for each x~" ,  (4.10) 
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then 
~kl[0,~] =~i ~lto,~j ,  
which implies that 
i co xklt0,~[ ~ X I to,~J. 
In particular, (4.10) holds with i = SW if Z-'r'7k¢~" l t r~prob(Q)t  "~, z.,! ~ 1, holds with i = SS if 
Zk(x; B) A 1 ~ ~~, 1, and holds with i = strict /f Zk(x; B) e ~.~. 1 (in each case for all 
xe  ~"). 
Proof. The first statement in the theorem follows immediately from the 
Cameron-Mar t in -G i rsanov  formula on expanding the sample space to include the 
initial distribution of the X's (see, for example, Theorems IV. 38.5 and IV.38.9 of 
Rogers and Williams, 1987). The subsequent statements follows from the density 
characterisation of type i convergence, the representation (4.8) and the fact that 
Z[  (x; B) = l [] 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that a and It ~ are such that Xco is a strict solution to (4.7). 
Suppose that 
pk(. ) __+ 0 uniformly on compact subsets of ~ + × ~", (4.11) 
then, defining ZN = min(N, inf{t: I X~l  > N}), the following two conditions are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) vk~ v~; 
sw X ~ for any (and then for all) N > O. (ii) Xkl[o,~N~  I to,~Nl 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii); it is a fairly trivial application of stochastic alculus to show that 
(4.11) implies that 
Ep sup (Z J (x ; ' )  - 1) 2 ~cI~ fo ra l l j>~kandxeN" ,  
0~t~<rN 
for a suitable sequence Ck u, and that N C k "~ 0 as k ~ ~.  It follows that condition (4.10) 
holds with i = SW. 
(ii) ~ (i): this is immediate on observing that X k is a measurable function of 
xklto,~N1 (for any N). []  
In the case where the diffusion coefficient a varies with k, these results break down 
- essentially because different a's gives rise to mutually singular measures. In the 
one-dimensional case some results may be obtained by time-changing - the details are 
left to the reader. 
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